
SOPHOCLES AND CREON S FLAWS

Sophocles is effective in portraying the concept of hamartia as an essential component in Creon's downfall and, based
on Aristotle's.

He makes the mistake of testing the Gods' power and the remaining story is basically the degeneration of
Creon Equal arguments exist that portray Antigone as the tragic heroine in the play and Creon as the tragic
hero. This question has been the subject of a great debate for numerous years. Both Antigone and Creon, the
main characters in the play, could represent the tragic hero. Aristotle, in his study of Greek drama entitled
Poetics, provided the framework that determines the tragic hero of a work. The protagonist is generally
regarded as the "good guy," and the antagonist is the "bad guy. The rest of the play follows Macbeth into the
depths of darkness as he seeks the crown not caring about the consequences. Though Antigone definitely
possesses the characteristics and qualities that are mentioned, Creon comes across as the true tragic hero of
Antigone Antigone is a tragedy based on Greek mythology first written by Sophocles, and was later adapted
by Jean Anouilh as the modern version. Being loyal to his city, Creon follows through with his punishment of
Antigone. The two Aristotelian tragic characters are Creon, the king of Thebes in Antigone, and Antigone
herself. Creon, as king, gives an important speech to the citizens of Thebes, announcing that Eteocles, who
defended Thebes, will receive a proper burial, unlike his brother Polyneices, who brought a foreign army
against Thebes A tragic character sometimes called tragic hero is a character who undergoes a reversal of fate,
essentially hubris. Macbeth, by William Shakespeare, is about how Macbeth and Banquo are met by three
witches bearing prophetic greetings. Many opine the Creon is the tragic character as he experiences the
ultimate reversal of fortune when his son, wife, and niece die as a result of his own decision. Antigone pleads
Ismene to help her bury their brother Polyneices, who has just been recently killed, but Ismene refuses to help
her sister to stay out of trouble. Ismene plays an important role in this particular play. In my opinion, Creon
best qualifies for being the tragic hero and fitting the definition read in the previous sentence. By this flaw, the
audience should feel pity and fear. One of these characters is the protagonist; the other is the antagonist. Her
sister is known as Antigone, and she also had two brothers by the names of Polyneices and Eteocles. Over the
course of his life, different virtues are revealed, but they eventually exhibit an imperfection which leads to his
inevitable downfall. Creon makes the mistake of putting his personal views over and above the divine laws
and fails in the eyes of the Gods. A tragic hero is a character who is known for being dignified and has a flaw
that assists to his or her downfall. My client's ruthless leadership disgusts me in the worst way. In the Greek
tradition, the title character is the protagonist, but in this play, the supposed antagonist Creon also displays
characteristics of the protagonist I would like to start off by saying that it will be extremely difficult for me to
have the passion that I usually have because of my client. Critics may argue that Antigone is the hero for
protecting her brother, even in death. Creon, the King of Thebes, is coerced to condemn his niece Antigone to
death. In like manner, the Creon in both versions plays the same antagonist but different characterization.
First, Creon withholds the respect of his citizens but it is clear to them he is not perfect through his pride tragic
flaw.


